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Abstract– Sensors provide a key feedback link allowing robotic and autonomous systems to
react to their environments. Without this feedback, robotic and autonomous systems will operate
in an uncontrolled manner, since they don’t have the ability to perceive and respond to their
environments. The limited capabilities of static sensors especially in complex applications and
environments force the use of multiple sensors operating dynamically. This paper addresses
the development of multiple objects tracking system using multiple mobile sensors. For the
purposes of surveillance and security, trackers use an Extended Kohonen neural network to
track the moving targets in their environments. The proposed tracking algorithm can be used
for single and multiple target tracking. A clustering algorithm is used in order to minimize
the number of active trackers over time and hence save energy. An auction based algorithm
is used for the purpose of optimizing the cooperation between trackers. Quantitative and
qualitative comparisons with other recent multi target tracking approaches show that our
proposed tracking algorithm can provide a good coverage, and a better energy saving.
Index terms: Mobile sensors, target tracking, Kohonen neural network, clustering
I. INTRODUCTION
In autonomous systems, there is an increasing need for more accurate and reliable
sensors as they are continuously being applied to new, more complex and demand-
ing tasks. A sensor network is one of the frameworks that have been proposed
recently to improve the capabilities of a sensing system. Such a network, consisting
of multiple similar and/or dissimilar sensors that work in tandem for a common
surveillance task, is also commonly referred to as a distributed sensor system.
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Many security, surveillance, and reconnaissance tasks require autonomous obser-
vation of the movements of targets navigating in a bounded area of interest. A key
research issue pertaining to these problems is that of sensor placement: determining
where sensors should be located to maintain the targets in view. In the simplest
version of this problem, the number of sensors and sensor placement can be fixed
in advance to ensure adequate sensory coverage of the area of interest. However, in
more complex applications, a number of factors may prevent fixed sensor placement
in advance. For example, there may be little prior information on the location of
the area to be observed, the area may be sufficiently large that economics prohibit
the placement of a large number of sensors, the available sensor range may be
limited, or the area may not be physically accessible in advance of the mission.
In the general case, the combined coverage capabilities of the available robot
sensors will be insufficient to cover the entire terrain of interest. Thus, the above
constraints force the use of multiple sensors dynamically moving over time. Mobile
sensor networks can be very effective in overcoming these problems.For instance,
the troops and/or vehicles in the battlefield can carry biochemical sensors while
doing their normal daily activities. These mobile sensing devices can sample the
environment at potentially several different locations, exchange the information with
other nodes, and collaboratively make a decision. Although mobile nodes in a sensor
network have many advantages, there are also several challenges. First, there must
be a collaboration mechanism among nodes to coordinate the sensing operations.
Without collaboration, performance of the network is expected to be significantly
degraded. Second, the mobile nodes must be deployed in the environment in such
a way as to achieve full coverage of the environment, do the required tasks with
minimum energy consumption, minimize the interference between the mobile nodes
as possible, and minimize the cost of node deployment.
Motivated by all these challenges, this paper presents an energy efficient multi
target tracking framework that can be used to track multiple moving targets using
multi mobile sensors. The contributions of this work can be outlined in two phases.
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The first phase is the development of an Extended Kohonen neural network for the
purpose of target tracking. This is done by using supervised learning technique to
get the initial weights of unsupervised Extended Kohonen Map instead of random
initialization. Selecting the initial weights of the unsupervised Extended Kohonen
Map is very challenging because it will affect the speed of convergence during
self organization of the Extended Kohonen Map and also will increase its Mapping
accuracy. The second phase is the development of an energy-efficient multi target
tracking algorithm. The key idea of this algorithm is the introduction of target
clustering before tracking so as to reduce the number of trackers needed to track the
moving targets. A hybrid subtractive K-means clustering technique will be used for
this purpose. Also, an auction-based algorithm is used as a cooperation methodology
between trackers during tracking. The used auctioneer in this algorithm is always
changing during tracking other than using one auctioneer as proposed in [1]. By
changing the auctioneer during tracking, our proposed algorithm is considered as
a distributed energy-efficient multi target tracking algorithm and so it is robust and
expandable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a summary of the
state of the art on mobile sensor network and target tracking. Section 3 presents the
target tracking algorithms including robot and target detection, clustering targets,
target reaching, and trackers cooperation. Section 4 reports our simulations on single
target and multi target tracking using supervised and unsupervised Kohonen Map
respectively. Section 5 concludes and highlights the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the fundamental issues that arise in a mobile sensor network is coverage.
Traditionally, network coverage is maximized by determining the optimal placement
of static sensors in a centralized manner as seen in the class of art gallery problems
[2]. However, recent investigations reveal that mobile sensors can self organize to
provide better coverage than static sensors [3,4]. Mobile sensors are often desirable,
since they can patrol a wide area and can be repositioned for better surveillance [5].
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A recent article on mobile sensor networks [6] presented a distributed and scalable
potential field-based approach for the deployment of mobile sensors. The fields
are constructed such that each sensor is repelled by both obstacles and by other
sensors, thereby forcing the network to spread itself through the environment. In
[7], algorithms for controlling a group of sensing vehicles to achieve full coverage
in a dynamic environment are proposed. Nevertheless, collision avoidance and the
effect of measurement errors can’t be guaranteed. In [3], the authors proposed
an autonomic mobile sensor architecture using an antlike scheme to self-organize
nodes to track unknown time-varying target distributions. Hoe and Varchney [4]
proposed energy efficient deployment algorithms for a mobile sensor network.
Existing target tracking approaches can be classified into two categories: single
target tracking, and multi target tracking. Most of the research in the area of
target tracking has focused on the single target tracking category [8,9,10,11,12,13].
However, in order to work in security, and surveillance applications, it is more
needed to use multiple sensors in order to track multiple moving targets.
In [14], the authors deal with the surveillance problem by computing the motion
of one or more robot observers in order to maintain visibility of one or several
moving targets. The targets are assumed to move unpredictably, and the distribution
of obstacles in the workspace is assumed to be known in advance. The main idea of
the algorithm is to maximize the shortest distance the target must move in order to
escape from the observer visibility region. In [15], Parker investigated the use of a
cooperative team of autonomous sensor-based robots for applications in the domains
of surveillance, and reconnaissance. The primary focus of her work is on developing
the distributed control strategies that allow the team to attempt to minimize the total
time in which targets escape observation by some robot team member in the area
of interest, given the locations of nearby robots and targets. In another work [16],
she described the implementation of this weighted-force vector approach for fault-
tolerant multi-robot cooperation. In this article, she focused on the analysis of this
approach. The proposed approach is called A-COMMT (cooperative observation of
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multiple moving targets.
Kolling and Carpin [17,18] presented another version of the Parker work called B-
COMMT to overcome some of the difficulties exist in Parker work. One of these
situations was when one robot followed two targets moving in opposite directions,
eventually losing both. Our work in this paper differs from all of these approaches
by decoupling the tracking algorithm from the cooperation strategy between trackers
and also by considering the energy optimization during tracking the moving targets.
III. TARGET TRACKING APPROACH
The objective of this paper is to develop a generalized methodology for tracking
multiple moving objects. This methodology will be energy efficient one by mini-
mizing the number of active trackers over time. In this context, the overall problem
of tracking is a multi task process:
1) Detecting every target within a given scene.
2) Distinguishing and categorizing objects obstacles or objects of interest
3) Find the centre of gravity of targets within the scene.
4) Tracking the centre of gravity of the targets using Extended Kohonen Maps.
5) Tracking the exit targets by the best suitable trackers using an auction- based
approach.
Our goal is to develop an algorithm that maximizes the following metric:
B(t) = bij(t) =
{
1 if robot i is observing target j
0 otherwise (1)
The goal is to develop an algorithm that maximizes the following metric:
A =
te∑
t=1
n∑
j=1
g(B(t), j)
te
(2)
where
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g(B(t), j) =
{
1 when there exist i such that bij(t) = 1
0 otherwise (3)
n, and te are the number of targets and execution time respectively. In other
words, the problem aims to maximize the number of targets that are observed by
trackers. Our target tracking approach consists of four fundamental stages: robot and
target detection, clustering targets inside tracker’s sensing range, target reaching,
and trackers cooperation.
A. ROBOT AND TARGET DETECTION
Our target tracking approach is based on two fundamental assumptions: (1)robot
team members would be able to passively observe (e.g., through visual image
processing) nearby robots and targets to ascertain their current positions. So, we
assume that the positions of targets are known for one robot if they lie within
its sensing range; (2)the field of view of the trackers is omnidirectional. Each
tracker will have two ranges; the inner range which is the sensing range of the
robot within which it executes the tracking algorithm to maintain observation of
the targets within its range. The outer range called the predictive tracking range,
which is the range within which the targets are out of the sensing range but still
observed (i.e., the target starts to leave the robot’s sensing range).
B. CLUSTERING TARGETS INSIDE THE SENSING RANGE
In order to make our approach dependent on the distribution of the targets rather
than the density of targets as in [19], we chose to cluster the targets inside the
tracker sensing range. Clustering the targets make our approach an energy efficient
one because not all the trackers will be active at all the time. Out of the numerous
available clustering techniques, two were selected, subtractive, and K-means tech-
niques. The reason behind using K-mean clustering technique is its high level of
accuracy [20]. However, K-mean clustering technique has the problem of selecting
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the initial locations of clusters, which will affect the speed of convergence and the
accuracy of the algorithm. So, we propose using the subtractive clustering technique
to find the initial number and locations of the clusters centers to be fed into the
K-mean clustering technique in order to find the final exact locations of clusters
centers.
C. TARGET REACHING
The target is reached by adopting a representation of the sensory input vector
up = (θ, d) where θ and d are the angle difference and distance between the tracker
and the target. Each tracker uses an Extended Kohonen Map (EKM) [3,21] in order
to reach the target. The Extended Kohonen Map is an extension of Kohonen Map
[22], and is considered as one of the most famous unsupervised learning neural
network. Extending the Kohonen Map, which is done by adding fan-in input weights
to its input layer gives the map the ability to learn by supervised learning. However,
this is not always the case; unsupervised learning could still be used. Each neuron
i in the EKM has a sensory weight vector wi = (θi, di) that encodes a region in
the workspace centered at wi. Figure 1 shows the supervised learning process in
the Extended Kohonen Map.
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Figure 1: Supervised Extended Kohonen Map learning
Where wolds , w
new
s are the old and new (after learning) fan-in weight vectors
for the winning neuron, zolds , z
new
s are the old and the new fan-out weight vector
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for the winning neuron, and x, y are the training input and output. The winning
neuron is the neuron, which has the closest fan-in weight vector to the training
input x. Again as in K-mean clustering technique, unsupervised EKM has the
problem of selecting the initial neurons weights. Selecting the initial weights will
affect the accuracy and speed of mapping from the space of sensory data to the
space of motor commands for tracking purposes. In this paper, we propose to use
the supervised EKM parameters (fan-in and fan-out) as the initial parameters of
unsupervised EKM in order to increase the accuracy and speed of convergence of
unsupervised Map. The target is reached as follows:
1) Determine the winning neuron for each sensory input up = (θ, d)of a target:
D(up, ws) = min
i∈B(θ)
(up, wi) (4)
The differenceD is taken over the set B(θ)of neurons encoding very similar
angles asθ. In other words, the direction from the tracker to the target has a higher
priority than the distance.
1) Determine the output activity(sr, sl) (the right and left wheel speed) of the
winning neuron and move the robot.
2) Compute the actual displacement vof the tracker, which is the difference
between the new sensory input and the old one.
3) Use v as a training input and adjust the input weights in the neighborhood of
the winning neuron:
∆wi = αG(s, i)(v − wi) (5)
4) Adjust the output weights in the neighborhood of the winning neuron in order
to minimize the error between the actual activity of the tracker and the output
of the EKM.
5) Repeat from step 1 until self-organization is reached.
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D. TRACKERS COOPERATION
In multi-target tracking systems, tracking performance can be improved by max-
imizing cooperation between robots in response to the changes in target motion.
There are two kinds of cooperation: uncertainty reduction and task allocation. The
second type of cooperation is considered in this paper. The trackers used in this
work are assumed to be equipped with high bandwidth communications and an array
of sensors and actuators, which give the robots the ability to achieve cooperative
behavior at the group level. We propose using an auction-based method in [1] to
guarantee that the help call coming from the robot that detects a target about to
exit its sensing range (or in its predictive tracking range) is answered by only
one robot. The auctioneer in our method can be changed rather than the central
auctioneer proposed in [1]. The tracker that detects an exit target will do the task
of an auctioneer. This increases the robustness of our algorithm because there is no
central point of failure in this case. Using an auction-based algorithm will guarantee
that the most suitable robot will track the exit target. In other words, there is no
need to explore the environment or to check the answered help calls as in [17,18].
This makes our proposed method a more energy-efficient one than the method in
[18]. The auction-based method proceeds as follows:
1) Help announcement: the robot that needs help (detects an exiting target)
broadcasts a help call to its teammate. One robot can issue multiple help calls
according to the number of targets about to be lost. Each help call includes
the position of the target to be lost.
2) Bid submission: after each robot receives the help call, they send their bids
to the auctioneer (the robot that issued the help call). The bids include the
distances of the bidders to the target.
3) Close of auction: the auctioneer processes the bids, determines the winner,
and notifies the bidders with a message which indicates who is the winner.
4) Task execution: the winner will proceed by orienting itself to face the target
(Using EKM) and move with its maximum speed to put the target inside its
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sensing range.
The existence of the auctioneer doesn’t mean that the system is completely cen-
tralized. The system is still distributed and the function of the auctioneer is only
to start the action of tracking.
IV. ASSESSMENT OF THE FRAMEWORK
As mentioned above, the target tracking algorithm for an individual target is de-
coupled from the cooperative tracking algorithm for a multi-tracking system. So,
we first present simulation results for our single robot tracking system as a basis
layer of the cooperative multi-target system. The target tracking algorithm design
depends on targets, sensors, and environments. Target motion recognition is one of
the fundamental capabilities that a mobile robot must have in order to operate in an
environment. Therefore we designed a single tracker, which tracks and reports the
positions of moving targets in the vicinity of a robot. The simulation results of two
types of trackers are presented (supervised and unsupervised Extended Kohonen
Maps) using mobot simulator [23]. The tracking performance is judged by both
accuracy of tracking and speed of convergence. We also present the simulation
results for a cooperative multi-target tracking.
A. SINGLE TARGET TRACKING
In our simulations, we use 30x30 neurons in the structure of the EKM. Figures 2,3
show the results of tracking a single target using both supervised and unsupervised
EKM. The small circle and square are the initial positions of the target and the
tracker respectively. The indicated arrows show the direction of movement of both,
the target and the tracker.
As seen from the trajectories of the target and the tracker (figures 2,3), the un-
supervised learning EKM has provided a better tracking performance in terms of
accuracy and tracking speed than supervised learning EKM.
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Tracker
Target
Figure 2: Single robot tracking using supervised learning EKM
Tracker
Target
Figure 3: Single robot tracking using unsupervised learning EKM
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B. COOPERATIVE MULTI TARGET TRACKING
In order to validate the proposed multi-target tracking algorithm mentioned in the
last section, extensive simulations have been performed with mobot simulator [23].
The experiments presented in the following should be interpreted as preliminary
findings, and the collection of data with real robots will be considered as a part
of our future work. The proposed algorithm is analyzed in various configurations.
The environment was designed to be a 6m x 9m rectangular shape. The robots and
targets were initially randomly deployed in the environment. Robot sensing range
was set to be 1.5m. The cooperative multi target algorithm performance is judged
by two parameters: the average coverage A (eq. 1) over time and the average energy
saving over time E (eq. 6). The energy saving can be measured by considering the
number of busy and asleep trackers over time. In order to do that, three different
cases are analyzed. In the first case, the number of trackers n is equal to the number
of targets m and in the second and third cases, the number of trackers is 3/4 and
1/2 the number of targets respectively. In each case we did extensive simulations
by changing the locations of trackers and targets, the speed of targets and trackers,
the direction of targets and trackers, and the number of clusters. We recorded the
average coverage and average energy saving for around 25 trials in each case. The
average coverage and the average energy saving for all the cases are shown in
figures 4 and 5 respectively. Each point shows the average coverage or the average
energy saving obtained in 25 simulated runs.
E =
te∑
i=1
s
n
∗ 1
te
∗ 100 (6)
Where s is the number of asleep trackers, n is the total number of the trackers,
and te is the execution time of the algorithm.
We can more effectively evaluate the performance of our approach by comparing
it with four different approaches with different observation policies: (1) Local
approach [1], (2) A-COMMT approach [1], (3) B-COMMT approach [17], and
(4) Modified B-COMMT [18]. The Local approach controls the robot motion by
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computing the summation of the attractive forces coming from nearby targets and
the repulsive forces coming from nearby robots. The A-COMMT approach was
studied to determine the effectiveness of weighting the force vectors coming from
the nearby targets. Adding the weights to the force vectors in A-COMMT cause
the robots to be less attractive to targets that are already observed by other robots.
B-COMMT approach [18] is essentially proposed to overcome some problematic
situations that may arise in A-COMMT approach. More detailed discussions of
these situations can be found in [17,18]. The most important difference between
A-COMMT and B-COMMT is that the force vectors coming from nearby robots are
weighted as well. B-COMMT approach is improved by introducing more refined
techniques for target loss prediction in [18].
We compared our approach with these four approaches by measuring the metric A
(eq.1) during the execution of the algorithm. Figure 6 summarizes the results of
this comparison with different m/n ratios (every point is the average coming from
100 simulated runs). These results show the near equivalence performance of our
proposed algorithm and the improved B-COMMT approach for small m/n ratios,
but the improved performance of our approach for larger m/n ratios. Although,
we didn’t prove that the simulation results would hold for larger m/n ratios, it is
expected that results similar to what we did will continue for larger m/n ratios.
More interesting is the detailed comparative performance of our approach with the
improved B-COMMT for m/n equal to one. As shown in figure 7, our proposed
algorithm provides a good coverage performance compared to the B-COMMT
algorithm. Furthermore, our proposed algorithm provides average energy savings
between 8% and 45% as shown in figure 5, compared to 0% energy saving in
COMMT. This is because in B-COMMT, all trackers are always busy even if there
are no targets to track (the trackers explore the environment searching for targets
even if there are no targets to track).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, multiple target tracking using multiple mobile sensors has been
studied. There are two sub-problems: the single target tracking problem, and the
multi-robot cooperation problem. The first problem is challenging, and is considered
the core of any tracking system, whether it is a single target or a multi-target
tracking system. The Extended Kohonen Map has been proposed to solve this
problem. The simulation results of both supervised and unsupervised cases have
shown that EKM has some promise in solving the tracking problem. For surveil-
lance and security applications, a multi-target tracking system has been proposed.
The EKM tracker is decoupled from the cooperative algorithm, which enhances
the robustness of the proposed system. A hybrid subtractive K-means clustering
technique has been utilized to cluster the targets, and then the tracking system can
track the clusters’ locations. An auctioneer-based approach has been proposed to
solve the cooperation problem in the multi-target tracking system. The key idea
of using clustering alongside an auction-based algorithm is to make our algorithm
energy efficient one. The simulation results have revealed that the proposed system
provides better coverage performance to other well-known techniques [15,17,18].
Also the simulation results have shown that our algorithm is much better than these
techniques in terms of energy saving.
On the other hand, although the proposed cooperative tracking system has shown
encouraging results, the work reported here only marks the beginning of our study
into multi target tracking domain. While the evaluation metrics and the type of
environment we have studied so far serve the purpose of evaluating and comparing
the performance of our tracking system with alternative methods. It remains a
challenge to maintain the robustness and adaptability of our framework in more
complex real world problems. Our future work will include the development of the
proposed system to be more generic framework to cope with a variety of complex
and dynamic environments. Further research will also investigate the effect using
combinations of stationary and mobile sensors on the performance of the tracking
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system. Additionally, the development of our framework to work into areas such
as cooperative multi-tasking in which groups of robots work on individual tasks,
and then form different groups to perform other assignments will be considered.
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